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Abstract. We report, for the first time to our knowledge, the
detection and localization of a loss-inducing perturbation
along more than 20-km-long test fiber based on the analysis
of transmitted and Rayleigh backscattered powers of an un-
modulated continuous-wave light source. Localization of a
strong disturbance with an estimated accuracy of 1 m near
the source end and 7.5 m near the remote end of the
21.067-km-long single-mode sensing fiber is demonstrated.
© 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction

Distributed fiber optical loss sensors are very attractive
the measurement of pressure, temperature, displacem
etc.1–2 Recently, we reported a novel, effective, and pote
tially inexpensive method for localization of a los
inducing perturbation in a few meter3- and a few
kilometer-length4,5 optical fiber, based on the measureme
of transmitted and reflected, or Rayleigh backscatte
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powers of an unmodulated light source. The basic idea
the proposed method is to localize the perturbation by us
the unique relationships between normalized transmi
and Rayleigh backscattered powers for different locatio
of the loss-induced disturbance along the sensing fiber.
deed, in general, for the identical loss-induced pertur
tions the backscattered power depends on the locatio
the excess loss region.

The method can be implemented for the detection of o
or several temporally successive, alarm-like perturbatio4

Meanwhile, for some applications, it is important to dete
and localize alarm conditions, which typically occur
single infrequent events, at very long distances. In this
per, we present a result of localizing loss-inducing pert
bations by using transmission-reflection analysis~TRA! in
a 21.067-km-length test fiber. This technique can be use
for example, for lengthy pipe leak detection systems.

2 Experimental Results and Discussion

The schematic diagram of the TRA distributed fiber-op
sensor is shown in Fig. 1. Continuous-wave light emitt
by a super-luminescent diode operating near a 1550
wavelength with a line width of about 50 nm was launch
through an optical circulator into a 21.067-km-leng
SMF-28 single-mode fiber. The launched optical power w
about 0.5 mW, and the attenuation coefficient of the t
fiber measured with optical time-domain reflectometry w
0.2 dB/km. The optical isolator cancelled any back refle
tions from the remote end of the test fiber. A dual-chan
lightwave meter was used to measure the transmitted
Rayleigh backscattered powers. To induce excess losse
the sensing fiber, we used bending transducers, sh
schematically in Fig. 1. The losses were induced by be
ing approximately 2–3 mm of test fiber at different pos
tions. By tuning the bending transducer, we could chan
the transmitted power by more than220 dB from its initial
undisturbed value.

Figure 2 presents the calculated relationships betw
normalized reflected power and the square of the norm
ized transmitted power for the excess loss induced at
tancesl n5nDL from the source end of the test fiber, whe
n50,1...10, and the interval between bending locatio
DL52106.7 m. Transmitted and reflected powers were n
malized with respect to their initial undisturbed values. T
main contributor to reflected power~more than 90%! is
Rayleigh backscattering phenomena in the optical fib
However, weak residual reflections from the source end
the remote end of the sensing fiber, which were equa
1.331025 and 2.131025, respectively, were also take
into account in the calculations. The relationships are lin

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the distributed TRA fiber-optic sensor.
-1 April 2005/Vol. 44(4)
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Spirin et al.: 20-km-length distributed . . .
Fig. 2 Relationships between normalized reflected and square of
normalized transmitted powers for losses induced at different loca-
tions along 21.067-km-length test fiber. Solid lines: calculated data,
j and m: experimental data.
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coil parameters and fiber winding conditions. The notic
able decrease of the transmission in the experiment
likely due to non-optimal winding conditions of the fiber o
the spool. In practice, however, test fiber should be pla
inside a special cover. The optimal design of the TRA se
ing cable can provide practical independence of the tra
mission and reflection on the temperature inside a mode
working range of the sensor, because both the Rayle
backscattered and transmitted powers depend very we
on the temperature.6,7

3 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that a distributed fiber-optic sen
based on the TRA principle provides localization of distu
bances that decreased the initial transmission by at l
40% with a maximum localization error of67.5 m along
21.067-km-length test fiber.
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Fig. 3 Relationships between normalized reflected and square of
normalized transmitted powers for losses induced near the end of a
21.067-km-length fiber, at two locations separated by 15 m.
for a perturbation that affects the test fiber at any locati
The unique slope of the relationship depends on the p
tion of the perturbation along the test fiber. Hence, the
calization of the perturbation with the TRA method can
performed by evaluating the slope of the dependence
normalized reflected power versus the square of normal
transmitted power. Density of the lines for equally sep
rated locations of the perturbations as seen in Fig. 2 sh
the potential accuracy of the localization with the TR
method. With this method it is easier to localize a stro
perturbation near the source end of the test fiber comp
with a weak perturbation near the remote end of the
fiber. Figure 2 also shows experimental dependencies
tween normalized reflected and the square of normali
transmitted powers for the additional losses induced n
the source and remote ends of the test fiber. The experim
tal data perfectly coincide with the calculated value
Note, that in the calculations we did not use any fitti
parameters.

Figure 3 shows the relationships between normalized
flected and the square of the normalized transmitted po
for the excess losses induced at two different points se
rated by 15 m near the remote end of the 21.067-km-
fiber. As we can see, only 40% excess losses induced at
different locations near the remote end produced dist
responses, and therefore can be clearly recognized. Th
calization error due to random variation of power measu
ments for the strong perturbations near the remote en
the test fiber was estimated as 7.5 m. All experimental m
surements were carried out at stable ambient condit
with the temperature variation not exceeding61°C. In or-
der to study the temperature influence, the spool w
21.067-km-length test fiber was placed inside a laborat
oven. The ratio between normalized reflectedRn and the
square of the normalized transmittedTn

2 powers changes by
more than 10% with the temperature varying from115°C
to 160°C. The increase of the ratio was mainly due to
decrease in the transmitted power. The total reflected po
was changed by less than 0.4% over the above mentio
temperature range. For our experimental configuration,
variation of the transmission with temperature depends
-2 April 2005/Vol. 44(4)


